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Golden Rules Pilot talk to acft through GLARESHIELD (FCU) 

1°) Fly  Acft talks to pilot through FMA (PFD) 

2°) Navigate 

3°) Communicate 

* One head UP all the time

* When things don’t go as expected, take over immediately

* Know your FMA at all times

Pedestal 

MCDU – Multipurpose Control and Display Units 

RMP – Radio Management Panel 

ACP – Audio Control Panel 

Redundacy 

2 AP 

1 A/THR with 2 channels 

2 FMGS with 2 or 3 MCDUs FMGS – Flight Management Guidance System 

No white lights = System are set = ready to fly 

Control Law 

The relationship between the pilot input on the stick and the aircraft response is called the CONTROL LAW. 

Flight Mode = Pitch Attitude Protection 

(Control Law) Load Factor Protection 

Bank Angle Protection 

Stall Protection 

Overspeed Protection 

Task sharing 

PF – Fly, Navigate 

PNF – Communicate, monitors 

Supplementary Techniques – They are performed by Read and Do 

Abnormal Emergency (ECAM or NOT) = Read and Do 

FCTM is a  supplementary to the FCOM. (Practical information). 

It should be read in conjunction with FCOM 

Engines 

CFM IAE    

EFIS (Electronic Flight Instrument System) 

Has 4 EFIS (PFD-R, ND-R, PFD-L, ND-L) 

Each pilot has an EFIS control (FCU – Flight Control Unit). FCU is located at the middle of the glareshild. 

Both FD should be ON or OFF at the same time. You should NEVER fly with only one FD selected ON. (Por que não fazem uma 

programação para acionar os dois automaticamente quando um for acionado ???? Por que um sistema poderá estar 

indisponível e é a forma de avisar sobre a pane.) 

Instrument Panel 

Fly – PFD 

Navigate – ND 

Monitor – ECAM (Electronic 

Centralized Acft Monitor) 

(Computer Base Training)
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ON PFD � Sideslip  (side slip index = under of the triangle) 

If an engine failure occurs in take-off or Go-Around configuration, the side slip índex changes from yellow to blue and is called β 

target until flap retracted.   “ATA 27.: Normal law and protection module” 

* When shows “SRS – Speed Reference System” the speed stabilizes at V2+10 (all engines).

* When the current speed in mach is above 0.5, its number appears at the bottom of the speed scale.

* When above FL250, the VMO limit (350kt) will change to MMO limit (0.82).

* Lançar o vento (DD/VV) atual na aproximação final para que seja feito o cálculo do “Ground Speed Mini” até 750 ft. (700 FMGS)
* The Brown Ribbon (Red scale altitude ground elevation) will disappear when the speed is below 80kt.

LOC* = 1 dot LLZ LOC = On localizer 

G/S* = 1 dot GS G/S = On glide slope 

* FPV (Flight Path Vector) = “BIRD”

* Flying Level (CRZ), the FPV is on the horizon line. So, the flight path angle is zero with a pitch attitude in 5.1° 

ND – NAVIGATION DISPLAY 

Wind direction (True North) ----------------------�   060/25 

Wind arrow direction (Magnetic North) --------�    �(True north by FCOM)

Heading – The selected heading on track (if BIRD is selected ON) is show by a blue triangle or blue numbers if out of display 

range. 

NAV AID Lower case = automatically 

Bigger case = Manually (See “M” on ND) 

AUTO FLIGHT 

AFS (Auto Flight System) 

FMGS_1  AFS � FMGS_2 

FCU – FLIGHT CONTROL UNIT 

There’s 1 FCU with 2 channels. 

Around FL250 the speed changes from speed to Mach and vice-versa in descend. 

FPV (FLIGHT PATH VECTOR) – “Bird” 

- When the BIRD in ON, your flight reference is the flight path vector (the acft trajectory) � TRK-FPA

- When the BIRD is OFF, your flight reference is the attitude of the acft � HDG-V/S

When in TRK/FPA, the FPD reverts to FD Bars in case of Go-Around automatically. 

FMA (Flight Mode Annunciator) – Is divided in 5 columns. Thrust, Vertical, Lateral, Approach/Capability/Radio/Baro and 

Autopilot/FD / A/THR / Status. 

FD (Flight Director) – Just arm AP after passed altitude 100ft. 

The FMGS receives; 

- SID, STAR, Approaches

- Acft performance

- ADIRS, GPS

- Clock

- Radio NAV

(Computer Base Training)
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CAT II  or  CAT III / ILS YAWBAR

Rollout – A roll bar is replaced by yawbar that helps the pilot to properly track the localizer on ground while in low visibility 

condition. Remember to read the BTO before execute the CAT II procedure. 

HOLDING – To exit holding pattern, the crew should select either; 

- IMM EXIT (will return to the hold fix) - Managed

- HDG (if radar vector) - Selected

- DIR TO (if radar vector) - Managed

A/THR – It can work in two different modes; 

- SPEED mode – Continuously adjust the thrust (Ex.: during cruise, approach (certificar se não está fazendo steep-

appr) 

- THRUST mode – Maximum CLB or IDLE (Ex.: Open CLB/DES = FLCH)

On flare, for landing, bring the thrust levers back to idle at about 20kt (taxi speed). 

A RETARD auto callout comes up at about 20ft RA for manual flight or 10ft in autoland mode.

A/THR disconnect buttom on the thrust levers (red buttom) – Pressing at least one pb for more than 15 seconds will 

inhibit the A/THR including ALPHA FLOOR protection, for the remainder of the flight. 

To disconnect the A/THR you can do so by pressing; 

- A/THR buttom disconnect on the thrust levers;

- A/THR pb on the FCU.: This is not the standard recommended procedure.

Flight Management 

Each FMGS computes its own acft position (FM position from a mixed IRS position and a computed radio position or 

a GPS position. The system then selects the most accurate position considering the estimated accuracy and the 

integrity of each positioning equipment. 

If EPE (Estimated Position Error) is lower than RNP, accuracy is HIGH. 

If EPE (Estimated Position Error) is higher than RNP, accuracy is LOW (NAV ACC downgrade). 

Accuracy check.: Compare FMGS position to VOR/DME raw data. 

FM navigation database is updated every 28 days. 

Never activate the second database in flight as all current 

active data would be lost. 

COST INDEX (CI) 

CI = 0  minimum fuel consumption 

CI = 999  maximum fuel 

ND Display 

- Decel Point symbol

- Altitude constraint symbol

- Speed change symbol

Rules regarding FM Navigation & F-PLN 

1) Crosscheck FM Navigation Accuracy

- BRG/DIST – At CRZ page (Prog Page), at TO: RDE (FM)

(Computer Base Training)
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- Crosscheck on ND (below on left corner) if the distance is the same (raw data).

2) Ensure proper sequencing of the F-PLN

NAV Crosscheck if sequenced are the same  ND  vs  FM 

HDG 

3) Keep “discontinuity” only when desired (Ex.: visual or radar vectors)

4) Antecipate actions on the MCDU. Ex.: QNH, wind and temperature

updates.

5) Predictions

6) Use vertical deviationOn PDF.: yoyo brick (V/DEV) 

7) Monitor the managed mode

When NAV is used; 

- Monitor PFD FMA for mode status (armed or engaged)

- Monitor ND

When CLB or DES mode are used; 

- Monitor target altitude and speed

- Monitor V/DEV

GUIDANCE PRINCIPLES 

Automatism – AP, FD and A/THR are all integrated within the Flight Guidance (FG). 

Flight Guidance – DES or CLB and NAV on PFD display means that the flight is full managed in vertical (CLB) and lateral (NAV). 

HDG and OP DESC/CLB on PFD means that the flight is fully selected in vertical (OP DESC) and lateral (HDG). 

If both AP/FD are OFF, the A/THR controls the speed. 

AP/FD controls a vertical trajectory; 

- V/S (or FPA)

- ALT (or ALT*)

- DES on geometric segment A/THR is in SPEED or MACH mode. 

- G/S (or G/S*)

- Final Approach

AP/FD controls a speed target by adjusting the acft pitching; 

• OPEN CLB or CLB

• OPEN DES A/THR is in thrust mode 

• Takeoff and Go Around in SRS (V2+10)

 Several geometric segment computed up to reach 1000ft with VAPP. 

On ALT CRZ mode, the target mach number is the ECON CRZ mach number. 

SRS (Speed Reference System) – Is a vertical mode which controls the pitch and maintain the speed at V2+10kt as a minimum (or 

V2 in case of engine failure) up to acceleration altitude. 

APPR mode – It can be armed until aircraft is above 400ft, or ILS and RA are not faulty. When the localizer and glideslope 

deviation are lost and FD bars (crossbars) flashing. 

CBT e Sistemas 
(Computer Base Training)
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LAND mode – It engages automatically when the acft is below 400ft and LOC and G/S are engaged. 

LAND mode can only be disengaged by Go Around. 

FLARE – at 40ft 

Retard – At 10ft 

Autoland – Red warning will be triggered below 200ft RA; 

- Both APs trip off;

- Excessive deviation in LOC

- A difference between both RA indications occurs(above 15ft)

If navigation accuracy is cross-checked “LOW” the approach must be flown using selected modes (HDG-V/S or TRK-FPA). 

The FINAL APP mode disengages and the A/P disconnects when reaching MDH/MDA – 50ft or 400ft AGL, if MDH/MDA was not 

entered. 

PROTECTION 

The AP/FD SRS pitch mode “crossbar” automatically adjusts the reference target guidance speed in case of an engine failure at 

takeoff or GoAround. 

If the speed target is selected “ ” (by the pilot on the FCU) and the speed target is below VLS, the A/THR will not allow the 

speed to decrease below it. 

If, for any reason, such as turbulence, shear A/THR off … the airspeed drops significantly below VLS, and aural warning “SPEED, 

SPEED, SPEED” is automatically triggered the FAC repeating every 5 seconds. 

LOW ENERGY – Is triggered in deceleration phase, between 100ft and 2000ft RA and in config 2, 3 or full and 

just before ALPHA FLOOR detection.  

ALPHA FLOOR – The A/THR commands full thrust (TOGA). 

When ALPHA FLOOR is triggered; 

- A/THR is turned ON

- ALPHA FLOOR is available from Lift off down to 100ft RA.

ALPHA FLOOR protection is lost; 

- In case of combinations of failures;

- At least one thrust lever disconnect pb (pushbuttom) is pressed for more than 15 seconds;

- Incase of engine-out, when slat/flaps are extended;

- In alternate or direct laws.

When existing the A.FLOOR conditions, the A/THR mode reverts to TOGA LK mode, which indicates that TOGA thrust is locked 

regardless of thrust lever position. To regain thrust control, you have to switch off the A/THR. 

Windshear – This reactive windshear warning is available from 3 seconds after lift-off up to 1300ft at take-off and from 1300ft 

down to 50ft during landing, and at least CONF 1 selected. 

Mode Reversions 

- The loss of NAV mode may be caused by an F-PLN discontinuity;

- Both FD disengage when the airspeed reaches VLS-2kt. But if speedbrakes are extended, the FD disengage between VLS-2kt

and VLS-19kt depending on the speedbrakes position. 

- Both FD disengages when the airspeed reaches VMAX+4kt.

Failures Cases - AUTO FLIGHT (FMS 2) 

The MASTER FMGC is automatically determined by the engagement status of the AP/FD: 

- If AP 1 is ON, FMGC 1 is master;

- If AP 2 is ON, FMGC 2 is master;

CBT e Sistemas 
(Computer Base Training)
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6 Version.:  3.0 

- If AP 1 + 2 and/or FD 1 + 2 are ON, FMGC 1 is master.

If the cross-talk is lost between both FMGCs, each FMGC operates independently. 

This mode of operation is called INDEPENDENT mode. 

The crew is advised by a message on the scratchpad “INDEPENDENT OPERATION”. 

In Independent mode, each FMGC drives its own FG (AP/FD), its own EFIS (PFD/ND), and its own MCDU. 

The crew must make the same entries on each MCDU in order to have the same guidance orders for both AP/FDs and the same 

information displayed on EFIS and on MCDU. 

If you cannot insert any data into the scratchpad nor change any MCDU page, the MCDU is “locked”. 

Such a failure is not automatically detected. To recover the faulty MCDU/FMGC, simply pull the related CB then, after 10s, push 

it back. 

CB.:   MCDU 1 (B1 OVRHD), FMGC 1 (B2 OVRHD)  MCDU 2 (), FMGC 2 () 

In case of failures of both FMGCs, a navigation mode is still available to the crew using the MCDUs and the IRS/GPS. It is called 

the Navigation Back-Up (NAV B/UP). 

The selection of the NAV B/UP prompt on the MCDU MENU pages activates the mode. 

Whenactivated  the NAV B/UP provides: 

- For navigation purposes, it is recommended to use TRK/FPA

- At least one FG must be available to engage AP and A/THR

Controls & Indications 

EXPED pb – In climb, the target speed/Mach will be the green-dot up to FL250, and in descent it will be M.80/340. 

EIS – ECAM 

ECAM (Electronic Centralized Aircraft Monitoring) = E/WD (Engine/Warning Display) + SD (System Display) 

Note.: Another philosophy, used on the flight deck is the “lights out” configuration. 

If the aircraft is in its normal flight state, for example, just before take-off, and you look up at the overhead panel, there should 

be NO white lights on, on any of switches. 

On the overhead panel, some push button switches are used on a temporary basis, or may have 

an indication of their state. 

The logic is.:  - Temporary selection for operational reasons – Blue ON light (e.g.: anti-ice) 

- Applicable system status – green light (e.g.: APU Available)

Color coding is used on the ECAM screens for clarify and to help to identify of abnormal parameters. The main colors used are.: 

White 

Blue – Temporary selection 

Green (Normal condition) – Applicable system status 

Amber (Abnormal condition / crew awareness – not immediate action) – Level 2 

Red (Warning – immediate crew action) – Level 3 

Note.: A GLoad factor indication will be displayed above the time indication (lower ECAM display) if it has exceed a G limit after 

engine take off application. 

During the approach phase when the flaps lever is moved to flap 1 position, the ECAM system automatically recalls the STATUS 

page, unless it is empty. 

NAC – Nacelle temperature (Lower ECAM Display). 

ECP – ECAM Control Panel 

CBT e Sistemas A320 
(Computer Base Training)
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T.O INHIBIT – When a fault is detected while the ECAM is in these phases, and depending on the importance of the fault, the 

caution message will be delayed until reach 1500ft or 2 minutes after take-off. 

* So, pay attention below 1500ft to the entire instruments in order to check if any failure is on going.

LDG INHIBIT – Below 800 ft, the ECAM enters in the inhibition phases until reach 80kts. 

* So, pay attention below 800ft to the entire instruments in order to check if any failure is on going.

ECAM Actions – For instance, during T.O phase - retract the flaps and slats and do the AFTER T.O checklist. Then, when 

established on a safe flight path (400ft AGL), the PF will ask for ECAM actions. 

Below 2000ft, the left side of E/WD shows the landing memo some blue items, as they are 

not yet done. 

As soon as the gear lever is set to DN, and provided the altitude is below 16000ft, the 

WHEEL page is automatically shown in order to monitor the landing gear extension. 

Then, 5 minutes after engines shutdown, the phase 10 of the ECAM ends and the phase 1 is activated for the next flight. 

ECAM Failures 

If both SDAC (System Data Acquisition Concentrator) or both FWC (Flight Warning Computers) becomes failing, you have to monitor the 
overhead panel. (No audio alarm will be triggered) 

PNEUMATIC 
Wing Anti Icing is not permitted when the pneumatic system is supplied by APU Bleed. 
The pneumatic system is controlled and monitored by 2 Bleed Monitoring Computers (BMCs). 

An ambient overheat (≥30°C), in the vicinity of the hot air ducts in the fuselage, wings and pylons, 

 will be detected by Air Leakage detection loops. If a leak is detected, a signal is sent to the BMCs 
which automatically isolate the affected area. (the anti ice will not working properly). 

Air is bled from two compressor stages of the engine, the Intermediate Pressure (IP) port and the  
High Pressure (HP) port. Once the engine compressor speed is high enough, the IP is sufficient  
and the HP valve closes. 

One engine bleed system can either supply both packs or one pack plus wing A/I. 

AIR CONDITIONING 

The system on the A320 the Air Conditioning system is fully automatic. 
The A320 is equipped with two Air Conditioning Packs, located in the wing root area,  
forward of the Landing Gear Bay. 
This flow of air enters via the Ram Air Inlet Flap and exits via the Ram Air Outlet Flap. 

Note.: The related Ram Air Inlet flap closes during take-off and landing to avoid ingestion 
of foreign matter. 

In case of failure of both PACKs, RAM Air is provided via an emergency RAM AIR INLET 
valve. The three outputs from the mixing unit feed three separate aircraft zones; 
- Cockpit
- Forward cabin
- Aft cabin 

ACS 1 (Air conditioning Control System) 
- Cockpit duct temperature by the ACS Controller 1 (PACK 1) – limit 70°C;
- FWD and AFT duct temperatures by the ACS Controller 2 (PACK 2).

RAM AIR valve – The use of this pb sw is restricted to abnormal conditions that will be 
discussed later. 

Caixa branca = PACK 

(Computer Base Training)
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CAB FANS pb – This pb sw can be used to switch the fans off in response to ECAM procedure. 
The cockpit zone temperature selector is in the 12 o’clock position. (12 o’clock = 24°C) 

Notice that the engine bleed valves are CLOSED, even with both engines running. This is because APU BLEED (APU BLEED pb is ON)  has 
priority over the engine bleed. So, if you were departing from a performance limited runway, the packs could run from the APU bleed air, resulting in 
no loss of engine performance. 

RAM AIR pb – Outside RAM airflow is directly supplied to the mixer unit if the cabin differential  
pressure is below 1 PSI. (to expell the smoke from cockpit if necessary)

Extraction FAN – Will be running if on ground or if the differential pressure is less than 1 PSI. 

PRESSURIZATION 
The pressurized areas are: The cockpit, avionics bay, cabin (passengers) and cargo compartments. 

If the landing elevation is not available from the FMGS, then it can be set manually (CABIN PRESSURE – LDG ELEV AUTO) using this selector. 
For passenger comfort the automatic function will limit the rate of cabin descent to a maximum of approximately 750 ft/min. 

At touchdown the cabin altitude should be at the airfield elevation, and there should be no residual pressure. 
To ensure this, few seconds after touchdown, the flow valve fully opens by the active controller.   
Few seconds after the outflow valve is fully open, an automatic chance over of the system controllers (SYS 1 , SYS 2) occurs in preparation for the 
next flight. This happens so that both systems are used equally. 

VENTILATION 
Air around the batteries is drawn directly overboard by a venture. 

Avionics Equipment 
Air is circulated by two fans, a blower and an extract. 
The operation of the avionics ventilation system is controlled and monitored by an Avionics 
Equipment Ventilation Controller (AEVC). 

During the pre-flight cockpit scan, you should confirm that these switches are in their lights out position. 
The system in SMOKE configuration is BLOWER and EXTRACT in OVRD. 

APU (Auxiliary Power Unit) 
It provide pneumatic (bleed air) and electrical power (AC) sources. 

The APU may be operated for up to 10 hours with a LOW OIL LEVEL advisory. 

FLIGHT RECORDERS 
A Digital Flight Data Recorder (DFDR) allows to store the last 25 hours. 
The DFDR is fitted in the tail section of the aircraft. 
The CVR operations is studied in ATA 23 chapter. 

DFDR EVENT pb – Which can be pressed briefly to set an event mark on the flight data records. 

AIDS (Aircraft Integrated Data System) – Monitor various acft system parameters. It generates 
system reports, from os selected on the MCDU. 

Flt Attendants control temperature 
with plus/minus 2,5 degrees celsus 
variation

(Computer Base Training)
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

The generators maintain a constant speed by a drive mechanism know as an  
Integrated Drive Generator (IDG). 
If the APU generator and EXT PWR are connected together to the AC buses, the 
EXT PWR has priority over the APU generator. 

BUS TIE – The BUS TIE pb sw enables the pilots to isolate one side of the system  
from the other. 

EMER GEN TEST sw (overhead panel) – It is used by maintenance only to test the 
Emergency generator and the static inverter. 

After a long stop, as the aircraft has not been electrically supplied for at least 6 hours, 
one of the first item to check is the status of the batteries. 

- Turn off one battery at the time.
Minimum required is 25.5 V, So, if it is below it you will have to recharge the batteries 
 from the external power about 20 minutes. 

When the APU MASTER s pb is set to ON, the batteries are connected to the DC BAT 
Bus for a maximum of 3 minutes. 

BATTERY RECHARGE 
If external power remains supplying the electrical network, setting the NO SMOKING  
sw to OFF allows the emergency internal batteries to be charged.  

Before starting the engines we have to check the charge of the batteries by initiating a 
Charging cycle. For that the ECAM ELEC page must be called and both battery pb Switches must be set to OFF then to ON. A battery is correctly 
loaded when its current drops below 60A after 10 seconds and continues to decrease. 

Note.: Before setting both battery pb sw to OFF, make sure that the APU has been shutdown at least 2 minutes before, in order to have DC power 
available to completely close the APU air intake flap. 

ELEC EMER CONFIG – On battery only, expect to fly approximately 20 minutes. 
As a result of the loss of AC bus 1 and AC bus 2 and provided the speed is above 100kt, the RAT is automatically extended. 
Even if the RAT (RAM AIR TURBINE) is able to hydraulically drive the emergency generator correctly down to 125kt, the approach speed should 
not be below 140kt. 

With ELEC EMERG CONFIG speed below at 100kt MCDU 1 and ND1 will be lost 
On ground, if APU generator cannot be connected to the electrical network, as soon as the speed is below 50kt, all remaining display units are lost. 
* The APU (if available) can be started but only when the aircraft is on ground and below 100kt.

GEN 1 LINE – When the GEN 1 LINE pb sw is set to OFF, the generator 1 line contactor is open (generator is still on). 

When a green Circuit Breaker (C/B) has tripped for more than 60 seconds, an ECAM caution is triggered and indicates which panel is affected. 

(Computer Base Training)
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ENGINE – DRIVEN GENERATORS 

Each generator can supply up to 90 KVA of power at 115 and 200 V and 400 Hz. 

APU GENERATOR AND EXTERNAL POWER 

EMERGENCY GENERATOR 

The blue hydraulic circuit drives an emergency generator that automatically supplies emergency AC power to the aircraft 

electrical system, if all main generators fail.  

This generator supplies 5 KVA of three-phase 115 and 200 V 400 Hz power. 

STATIC INVERTER 

A static inverter transforms DC power from Battery 1 into one KVA of single-phase 115 V 400 Hz AC power. 

When the aircraft speed is above 50 kt, the inverter is automatically activated, if nothing but the batteries are supplying 

electrical power to the aircraft, regardless of the BAT 1 and BAT 2 pushbutton positions. 

When the aircraft speed is below 50 kt, the inverter is activated, if nothing but the batteries are supplying electrical power to the 

aircraft, and the BAT 1 and BAT 2 pushbuttons are both on at auto. 

DC GENERATION 

TRANSFORMER RECTIFIERS (TRS) 

Two main transformer rectifiers, TR 1 and TR 2, supply the aircraft's electrical system, with up to 200 A of DC current. 

A third (identical) transformer rectifier, the ESS TR, can power the essential DC circuit from the emergency generator, if the 

engine and APU generators all fail, or if TR 1 or TR 2 fails. Each TR controls its contactor by internal logic. 

BATTERIES 

Two main batteries, each with a normal capacity of 23 Ah, are permanently connected to the two hot buses. Each battery has an 

associated Battery Charge Limiter (BCL). The BCL monitors battery charging and controls its battery contactor. 

CIRCUIT BREAKERS (C/BS) 

The aircraft has two types of C/Bs: 

- Monitored (green): When out for more than 1 min, the C/B TRIPPED warning is triggered on the ECAM.

- Non-monitored (black).

- The Wing Tip Brake (WTB) C/Bs have red caps on them to prevent them from being reset.

* - The EMER CANC pb: When pressed, this pushbutton clears and inhibits the ECAM C/B TRIPPED caution for the remainder of

the flight

The electrical power system consists of a three-phase 115/200 V 

400 Hz constant-frequency AC system and a 28 V DC system. 

The electrical power system is constituted of 2 engine generators 

and 1 APU generator. 

In the event that normal AC power is not available, an emergency 

generator (RAT - Ram Air Turbine) can provide AC power. In the 

event that all AC power is not available, the electrical power 

system can invert DC power from the batteries into AC power. 

(from DC(ferm BAT) to AC ESS bus

(Computer Base Training)
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GENERAL 

GEN 1 and 2 when operating have priority over the APU generator and over external power. 

External power has priority over the APU generator when the EXT PWR pb switch is ON. 

One engine generator can supply the entire network. 

NORMAL CONFIGURATION 

Each engine-driven generator supplies its associated AC BUS (1 and 2) via its generator line contactor (GLC 1 and GLC 2). AC BUS 

1 normally supplies the AC ESS BUS via a contactor. TR 1 normally supplies DC BUS 1, DC BAT BUS, and DC ESS BUS. TR 2 

normally supplies DC BUS 2. The two batteries are connected to the DC BAT BUS, if they need charging. When they are fully 

charged, the battery charge limiter disconnects them. 

EMERGENCY GENERATION AFTER LOSS OF ALL MAIN GENERATORS 

If both AC BUS 1 and AC BUS 2 are lost and the aircraft speed is above 100 kt, the Ram Air Turbine (RAT) extends automatically. 

This powers the blue hydraulic system, which drives the emergency generator by means of a hydraulic motor. This generator 

supplies the AC ESS BUS, and the DC ESS BUS via the ESS TR. 

SMOKE CONFIGURATION 

In this configuration the main busbars are shed. The electrical distribution is the same as it is in the emergency electrical 

configuration (loss of main generators), except the fact that in smoke configuration the fuel pumps are connected upstream of 

the GEN 1 line connector. 

IDG 1(2) (Integrated Drive Generator) pb-sw (guarded) 

Maintaining the IDG pb-sw during more than 3 s may damage the IDG disconnection mechanism.  

Disconnect the IDG only when the engine is running or windmilling. If not, the IDG will be damaged when starting the engine. 

NAVIGATION 

ADIRS – Air Data and Inertial Reference System  DDRMI (Digital Distance Radio Magnetic Indicator) =  
ADIRU – Air Data Inertial Reference Units (Group) 

Each ADIRU combines (in same box) ADR and IR and works independently. 
- ADIRU 1 (Captain) 
- ADIRU 2 (1st officer) 
- ADIRU 3 (backup – ATT HDG and AIR DATA (switching))

ADR – Receives information from aircraft probes and sensors. 

ADR components 

When the aircraft is on ground : 

- Below 100 kt, DC BAT BUS is automatically connected to the batteries.

- Below 50 kt, AC ESS BUS is automatically shed, leading to the loss of all

display units. Note: During RAT extension and emergency generator

coupling (about 8 s - Mechanical Backup), the batteries power the

emergency generation network.

FORWARD CABIN - MAINT BUS SW: 

This switch allows personnel to energize electrical circuits for 

ground servicing without energizing the entire aircraft electrical 

system.  

ON : The switch latches magnetically if external power is connected 

and normal (AVAIL light on). 

(Computer Base Training)
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In the “OFF” position, the ADIRU is not energized, so ADR and IR data are not available. 

When an ILS approach is selected; 
- ILS 1 is displayed on PFD 1 and ND2.
- ILS 2 is displayed on PFD2 and ND1.

GPWS – When FLAPS are not in landing configuration and penetration of the boundary generates a repeated twice aural alert “TERRAIN” and 
followed by “PULL UP”. 

RADIO ALTIMETER – The A320 family is equipped with two radio altimeters. 
It goes from 2500 ft down to 200 ft. Below 190 ft the color changes to amber. 
The altitude scale a red ribbon is displayed when the RA height is below 570ft (same as VDEV (io-io)). 
Regardless if DH/MDA/MDH has been entered or not, if in manual landing and at 20ft, or if in automatic landing and at 10ft RETARD announcement 
will be triggered. 

TCAS – To detect any transponder equipped aircraft and flying the in the vicinity (within a maximum range of 80nm, and within a maximum altitude 
range of 9900ft). 

WX RADAR – A Ground Clutter Suppress (GCS) switch, only installed on the left hand side version, when in AUTO,  
allows the suppression of the ground echo on the screen. If OFF position, allows the normal use of the radar. 

ISIS (Integrated Standby Instrument System) – ISIS receives information from ILS1, ADIRS1, ADIRS3,  
STBY Pitot (lower left) and  Static Port (both sides). The Airbus SOPs do NOT recommend the use of the  
ISIS bugs function. Because, in the event that both PFDs are lost in flight, and the ISIS bugs were previously 
 set for takeoff, then for approach the bugs would remain at the takeoff  characteristic speed settings. 

FAST ALIGNMENT – For other flights, a fast alignment is necessary only if the residual ground speed is greater than 5kt, displayed on the related 
ND for IRS1 and IRS2, and on the ND1 for IRS3 by switching the ATT HDG selector to CAPT3. 
A fast alignment if performed by setting the three selectors to OFF, then within 5 seconds back to NAV, and it takes around 30 seconds. A complete 
alignment take around 10 min. 

How check FM … see pages 27 till 30 on CBT “Navigation – Operation”. 

HYDRAULIC 

During engine start the hydraulic system identification will change from amber to white, indicating that the yellow system is available (as soon as 
possible is above 1450PSI in green). 
The engine driven pump changes from LO amber to in line green (as soon as pressure is above 2200PSI). 

Notice that the PTU is not running even if the differential pressure between the green and yellow is greater than 500PSI. Because the parking brake 
is on. Note.: In this configuration, the PTU will run if the parking brake is off and the nosewheel steering is not in towing position. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Normal system operating pressure is 3 000 PSI (2 500 PSI when powered by the RAT). Hydraulic fluid cannot be transferred from 

one system to another. 

Each system (Green, Yellow, Blue) has its own hydraulic reservoir and Accumulator. 

System Blue - A pump driven by a ram air turbine (RAT) pressurizes this system in an emergency. 

System Yellow - Crew members can also use a hand pump to pressurize the yellow system in order to operate the cargo doors 

when no electrical power is available. 

PTU (Power Transfer Unit) - A bidirectional power transfer unit enables the yellow system to pressurize the green system and 

vice versa. It comes into action automatically when the differential pressure between the green and the yellow systems is 

greater than 500 PSI. 

The PTU is inhibited during the first engine start and automatically tested during the second engine start. 

The PTU therefore allows the green system to be pressurized on the ground when the engines are stopped. (NWS Steering is not 

in towing position and Prkg Brk off). 

PTU not running on ground in case the differential pressure is above 650 PSI, or in flight PTU still at AUTO position in case of G or 

Y reservoir low level and G or Y system low pressure. 

When required by the ECAM, the PTU should be switched off without delay in case of: 

• HYD G(Y) RSVR LO LVL

• HYD G(Y) RSVR LO AIR PR (Only if pressure fluctuates)

(Computer Base Training)
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• HYD G(Y) RSVR OVHT

RAT (RAM Air Turbine) - A drop-out RAT coupled to a hydraulic pump allows the BLUE system to function if electrical power is 

lost or both engines fail. 

The RAT deploys automatically if AC BUS 1 and AC BUS 2 are both lost. 

Accumulators - An accumulator in each system helps to maintain a constant pressure by covering transient demands during 

normal operation. 

Leak Measurement Valves - Each system has a leak measurement valve upstream of the primary flight controls. These valves, 

which measure the leakage in each circuit, are closed by operation of the LEAK MEASUREMENT VALVES pushbutton switch on 

the maintenance panel. 

Check Oil Level 

DUAL HYDRAULIC FAILURE 

Single hydraulic failures have very little effect on the handling of the aircraft but will cause a degradation of the landing 

capability to CAT 3 Single. 

- It is important to note that the AP will not be available to the crew but both FD and A/THR still remain.

(Computer Base Training)
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- The PF will be very busy flying the aircraft and handling the communications with the flight controls in Alternate Law (HYD G+B

SYS LO PR or G+Y SYS LO PR).

- A double hydraulic failure is an emergency situation, with red LAND ASAP displayed, and a MAYDAY should be declared to ATC.

- A landing must be carried out as soon as possible bearing in mind, however, that the ECAM actions SHOULD BE completed

prior the approach.

- A stabilized approach will be preferred.

The briefing will concentrate on safety issues since this will be 

a hand-flown approach with certain handling restrictions:  

• Use of the selected speeds on the FCU.

• Landing gear gravity extension

• Approach configuration and flap lever position

• Approach speed VAPP

• Tail strike awareness

• Braking and steering considerations

• Go around call out, aircraft configuration and speed

1) The stabilizer is lost. In alternate law, the auto trim function is provided through the elevators. At landing gear extension, 

switching to direct law, the auto trim function is lost. However, the mean elevator position at that time is memorized, and

becomes the reference for centered sidestick position. This is why, in order to ensure proper centered sidestick position for

approach and landing, the procedure requires to wait for stabilization at VAPP, before landing gear extension. If this procedure

is missed, the flare and pitch control in case of go-around may be difficult. The PFD message USE MAN PITCH TRIM after landing

gear extension should thus be disregarded.

FLIGHT CONTROLS 

THS – Trimmable Horizontal Stabilizer (Pitch trim). 
The StabTrim starts to actuate at 50ft AGL 

The movements of the flight control surfaces are managed by seven computers; 
2 ELAC – Elevator and Aileron Computer 
3 SEC – Slat and Elevator Computer 
2 FAC – Flight Augmentation Computer 

The slats and flaps are electrically controlled via two Slat Flap Control Computers (SFCC). 
Each SFCC has two channels, one for the flaps and one for the slats. In normal condition, both FLAP channels or both SLAT channels operate 
simultaneously the related surfaces. If only one channel is available, it can drive its related surfaces, but slowly. 

The takeoff memo is normally displayed 2 minutes after the engine start and checked only during taxiing. 
When the flaps are extended, the ailerons move to a new neutral position by about 5 degrees in order to be more efficient. 
The amber dashes speed for flaps are called VFE NEXT. 

SIDE STICK 
Side stick takeover …. It is recommended that the takeover pb is kept pressed for more than 40 seconds. This allows the pilot to release his take-
over pb without losing priority, as the other side stick is now permanently deactivated. 

NORMAL LAW and PROTECTIONS 
LAWS -  These are processing uses pre-set limitations and instructions. 

In normal law, pitch and lateral controls are modified depending on the phase of flight. They operate in 3 modes: 
- Ground mode.: On ground
- Flight mode.:
- Flare mode.:

Turn co-ordination and “Dutch roll” damping are automatically provided in normal law. 
Pilot inputs on the rudder pedals are not required. 

The nose down limit is at 15° degrees. (Normal law) 

Speeds 
VLS – Is the lowest selectable speed related to the stalling speed. (As speed decreases it stops at VLS speed). VLS is computed by the FAC. 
VαPROT – Is the speed related to the angle of attack at which the protection becomes active. 
VαMAX – Is the speed related to the maximum angle of attack that may be reached in pitch normal law. 
* With autothrust inoperative or not engaged, the speed can reduce to the first level of the angle of attack (AOA) protection (VαPROT).

Under normal law, BANK ANGLE protection limits the angle of bank to 67° degrees. 
With a bank above 45°, the Flight Director (FD) indications are removed, but they will be displayed again as soon as the bank is below 40 degrees. 

(Computer Base Training)
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Reconfiguration LAWS 
BANK – If an abnormal bank occurs with an auto pilot engaged, it will disconnect when above 45 degreed. 

SPEED – On PFD, VαPROT and VαMAX are replaced by a stall warning speed (VSW), indicated by a red and black barber pole. 
On PFD, the green dashes (speed protection) are removed. 

Normal Law – All protections are available. 
Alternate Law – There are some protections available. 
Direct Law – There are NO protections available. (Conventional aircraft). 

- Auto coordination and “Dutch roll” damping are also lost (On turns you have to use the rudder – that’s why has 3 hydraulic systems).

SEC 3 – Is only used for spoiler control. 
In case of both ELACs failures, the SEC 1 and SEC 2 participate to the flight control system reconfiguration for the control of the elevators and THS. 

Wing Tip Brakes (WTB) – Once activated, the WTB cannot be released in flight. 

�What will happen if the speed reaches VFE Speed “=” (red barber pole ) with flap extended? 
There will be an automatic flap retraction. FLAP Automatic Retraction System(ARS) - Flap automatic retraction is FLAP is selected to F - 1 at 210kt

LANDING GEAR 
Two Landing Gear Control and Interface units (LGCIU). 
- LGCIU also receive information from sensors installed on the flaps and send it to the SFCC.
The landing gear selector lever (inside the cockpit) is located on the center instrument panel. This lever will send UP/DN orders to the LGCIU.
They will move hydraulically to the selected position provided the airspeed is below 260 kt.

Landing Lights - In flight the landing lights can be left extended (ON or OFF) as there is no limitation. 

* When UP is selected, the main wheels are braked, while the doors open. (Nose wheels are braked by friction bands installed in the nose gear
well).

Emergency extension – The landing gear gravity extension handle, when it is turned clockwise until the stop, the gears and doors are hydraulically 
depressurized, and mechanically unlocked. The main gears will lock down assisted by spring forces and the nose gear by aerodynamic forces. 

A/SKID & N/W STRG – Switch allows the Brake and Steering Control Unit (BSCU); 
- To control the anti-skid and the steering functions
- To monitor the brake temperatures, and
- To compare the speed from the ADIRS with the when speed from the tachometers, used by the anti-skid function for brake release orders.

There are two independent braking systems; 
- Green hydraulic circuit – NORMAL BRAKING 
- Yellow hydraulic circuit – ALTERNAT BRAKING 
* When the Normal braking is not available, the Alternate braking is automatically activated and is controlled by an Alternate Braking Control Unit
(ABSU), which uses the braking orders from the brake pedals. Also the antiskid protection will be available if the BSCU is still available.

The pressure of the accumulator which is permanently maintained charged by the yellow hydraulic 
circuit. * During brakes check, this is the instruments that it have to be checked (lower manometer).
* If BSCU stops working, the alternate braking have to be used.
* If the yellow hydraulic circuit is not available, the accumulator allows the braking pressure to be maintained
for around 12 hours.
* During the preliminary cockpit preparation, and after having set the PARKING BRK to ON, you have to check the ACCU PRESS & BRAKES
indicator for normal indications.

In case of powerpush by the main landing gear, the nosewheel steering must be kept connect and the and wheel will be used for steering the 
aircraft. 
* For taxing, you have ro check the parking brake pressure has dropped to zero. Then, as soon as the airplane is moving, the brake pedals must be
used. So the airplane should slow down. This confirms the brake efficiency of the normal braking system, if no brake pressure indication is shown
on the indicator.

Brake fans – When ON, are running as long as the left main landing gear is down and locked.

For taxing 
- The hand wheel orders up to 75° until 20kts and progressively to 0° reaching 80kts
- The rudder pedal orders up to 6° until 40kts and progressively to 0° reaching 130kts.

DECEL – A green DECEL light comes on when the actual deceleration is 80% of the selected rate. 
* ON a slippery runway, the selected deceleration rate may not be reached due to antiskid protection. So, the aircraft will stop but without DECEL
light. This does not indicate a malfunction.

(Computer Base Training)
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LANDING GEAR 

The brakes are actuated by two idependent sets of pistons (NORMAL_Green Sys. and ALTERNATE-Yellow Sys. or Accumulator). Also there are: 
- A tachometer for wheel speed indications
- An anti-skid system (A/SKID) 
- An automatic brake system (AUTO/BRK), and 
* Optionally: 
- A brake cooling fan, and 
- A tire Pressure Indicating System (TPIS) (Main and nose gear).

Gear and doors are Electrically controlled and Hydraulically operated. 

Two Landing Gear Control and Interface Units (LGCIUs) receive information independently from a relative set of proximity detectors installed on the 
landing gear and on the cargo doors. 

The landing gear selector lever will send UP or DN orders to the LGCIUs which in turn sequence  
the gears and doors. 
They will move hydraulically to the selected position provided the airspeed is below 260kt. 
When UP is selected the main wheels are braked while the doors open and the nose wheels are  
braked by friction bands installed in the nose gear well. 
RED ARROW – The arrow comes on red when the gear is not locked down in landing configuration. 

The landing gear gravity extension, when it is turned clockwise (3x) until the stop, the gears and doors are hydraulically depressurized and 
mechanically unlocked. 

The A/SKID & N/W STRG switch allows the Brake and Steering Control Unit (BSCU): 
- To control the anti-skid and the steering functions
- To monitor the brake temperatures and 
- To compare the speed from the ADIRS with the wheel speed from the tachometers used by the anti-skid function for brake 
release orders.
OFF – The nosewheel steering is lost (differential braking by brake pedals can be used) and the alternate braking is selected
with NO antiskid protection.

* Abnormal 
When the NORMAL (Green System) is not available the ALTERNATE (Yellow System or Accumulator) braking is automatically activated and is
controlled by an Alternate Braking Control Unit (ABCU) which uses the braking orders from the brake pedals. Also the antiskid protection will be 
available if the BSCU is still available.

This gage indicates: 
- The left and right braking pressures from only the alternate braking system, and 
- The pressure of the accumulator which is permanently maintained charged by the 
yellow hydraulic circuit.

If the antiskid protection is not available the ABCU control the alternate braking 
which uses the braking orders from the brake pedals. During braking operation the pilots should not exceed the green sector (1000 PSI).
If the yellow hydraulic circuit is not available the accumulator is automatically used and the ABCU controls the alternate braking which uses the
braking orders from the brake pedals. The accumulator is designed to supply at least seven full brake applications.

PARKING BRAKE - If the yellow hydraulic circuit is not available the accumulator allows the braking pressure to be maintained for around 12 
hours. When the brake temperature does not require to keep the brake fans ON, the parking brake should be kept ON in order to reduce hydraulic 
leak rate in the brake accumulator (overnights)

rate in the brake accumulator. )overnights

During the preliminary cockpit preparation and after having set the PARKING BRK to ON, you have to check the ACCU PRESS & BRAKES 
indicator for normal indications. The ACCU PRESS indication must be in the green area band. If not, the yellow electric pump can be used to 
recharge the accumulator. 
WARNING - The yellow electric pump will pressurize the yellow hydraulic system which in turn will pressurize the green hydraulic system by means 
of the PTU operation. So, get ground crew clearance before using this electric pump. 

PUSHBACK COMPLETED - When the pushback is completed the PARK BRK must be set to ON. 
The NW STRG DISC message has turned to amber because at least one engine is running. 
Then you should request to remove the nosewheel steering bypass pin. 

TAXI - For taxing you have to check that the parking brake pressure has dropped to ZERO. Then, as soon as the airplane is moving the brake 
pedals must be used. So the airplane should slow down. This confirms the brake efficiency of the normal braking system if no brake pressure 
indication is shown on the indicator. 
“Brakes check” - The brakes pressure indicator only indicates alternate (yellow) brake pressure. If the brakes are normal then it shows as 0 (zero). 

BRAKES - If an arc appears above the hottest brake temperature (exceeding 100°C) the BRK FAN pb sw may be set to ON. 

(Computer Base Training)
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* The brake fans when ON are running as long as the left main landing gear is down and locked.

Before takeoff the brake temperature must be checked.
Arc Green ≥ 100°C Arc Amber ≥ 300°C 

Notice that the BSCU will limit in either direction: 

- The hand wheel orders up to 75° until 20kts and progressively to 0° reaching 80kts.
- The rudder pedal orders up to 6° until 40kts and progressively to 0° reaching 130kts.

Landing Gear bar - The interlock mechanism also prevents anyone from accidentally retracting the landing gear while the aircraft is on ground.

FAILURE 
ECAM.:   BRAKES A/SKID NWS FAULT 

- Avoid landing on icy runway
- After touchdown the PNFannounces “1000 LEFT” AND “1000 RIGHT” (Brakes manometer).

FUEL 

The LEFT part of fuel system feeds the APU. 
In case of fuel feed low pressure the APU will be automatically fed by special pump. 

Each engine feeding line from the INNER TANK is equipped with a suction valve, which allows 
the related engine to be fed by gravity by only the inner tank. 

Fuel feed sequence; 
1°) Center 
2°) Inner 
3°) Outer 

CENTER TANK 
The gravity feeding from the CENTER TANK is not possible. 
Works after slats retraction. 
Two minutes after engine started the center tank perform a test. 

You are in CLIMB, the slats are now retracted. The CTR TK FEEDG message reappears indicating that the center tank pumps are now feeding the 
engines. The center tank must be emptied first. 
In CRUISE the CTR TK FEEDG message has again disappeared. However the center tank is not empty and another automatic function has 
occurred. (See IDG Cooling). 
Some of fuel supplied to each engine is used to cool the oil system of the Integrated Drive Generator (IDG), then returns to the related outer tank. If 
the outer tank is already full, it overflows to the related inner tank. Then, 5 minutes after center tank has been emptied, the center tank pumps are 
automatically stopped. 

On ECAM Fuel page, on each side, only one transfer indications “ ” shows the two transfer  
valves when they are open. The transfer valves opens automatically by the low level sensor in  
the INNER TANK. 

The MODEL SEL pb sw allows the center tank pump to run: 
Automatically: At engine start for 2 minutes if slats are extended or, continuously if slats are retracted until 5 minutes after the center tank low level 
is reached. 
Manually: The center tank pumps are running as long as related pump pb sw is in light-out position. 

Fuel can be measured manually by the magnetic fuel level indicators installed as follows: 
- One under the center fuselage 
- Four under each wing inner tank
- One under each wing outer tank

Water drain valves are installed as follows: 
- Two under the center fuselage 
- One under each wing inner tank
- One under each wing outer tank
- One under each wing surge tank

You should check that there is no water leaking from the valve. If there is a leak call maintenance. 

FUEL RECIRCULATION – The fuel return to the outer fuel tank. If the outer is full, the fuel flows to the inner cell through a spill pipe. 

REFUELING – DEFUELING 
Automatic refueling starts with outer cell. 
If the selected fuel load exceeds the wing tank capacity, the center tank is simultaneously refueled. 

REFUELING TIME.: 17 min for wing tanks      and  20 min for all tanks 
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SURGE TANK – Is connected to the outer tank in each wing tip. These small tanks protect the system against overpressure and thermal expansion. 

A refuel panel is located on the fuselage side beneath the right wing. You should check that the refuel panel access 
door is closed. 
A single refueling point is installed under the right wing. 

There is also a shroud drain mast, which drains fuel that could leak from the 
system. You should check that there is no fuel leaking from the mast. 

The minimum fuel quantity for take-off is 1500 kg. 

The APU fuel line is feeds by the left center tank pump. 

As the inner tank pumps have a sequence valve, the center tank pumps when they are also running deliver fuel preferentially, as long as slats are 
retracted. Then it is time to stop the APU if it is not required during taxi and take-off. 

When the FOB on ECAM FUEL page is half amber boxed, meaning that some of FOB is NOT usable. “ ”. 

Failures 

Considering the ECAM message  “FUEL L TK PUMP 1+2 LO PR”, the next actions will depends on the center tank condition; 
- If the Center Tank is not empty.:
- If it is empty and flying ABOVE 15.000ft.:
- If it is empty and flying BELOW 15.000ft.:

Note.:  Losing one inner tank pump is not critical (no master caution), because of redundancy (2 pumps); 
Losing both inner tank pumps, fuel feeding is still possible by gravity (refer to your documentation). 

- If the center tank pumps do not stop after slats extension or after a center tank low level, the corrective actions on ECAM actions procedure.

FUEL TRANSFER FROM OUTER TO INNER TANK – About 750kg. 
It´s based on a level aircraft attitude. When open the valve are latched open, they will automatically close at the next refueling operation. 

TRANSFER FUEL TANK – The system control the flow of fuel the center tank to the inner tanks. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

There are two communications systems from the cockpit to the cabin: 
- The Passenger Address (PA) system (Passenger announcements);
- The cabin interphone system (cabin attendant) 

STBY NAV – The Standby Navigation keys provide backup navigation tuning 
In the event of DUAL FMGS failure. 

SAT CALL – The SAT CALL light flashes amber, when the SATCOM system detects a call. 

PTT = Press To Talk 

CVR (Cockpit Voice Recorder) – The last two hours of the recording are retained. 
As soon as the aircraft is electrically powered, the CVR runs automatically for 5 minutes, then shuts off until first engine start. 

As part of the Preflight Check, the CVR test is done as follows: 
- To make sure the CVR is powered, switch the GNDCTL pb to ON (blue);
- Make sure that the Parking Brake is set to ON;
- Test the CVR by pressing and holding the CVR TEST pb;
- Once a tone is heard, the CVR TEST pb can be released.
* Engines runs the CVR will operate continuously for the remainder of the flight and will stop 5 minutes after the last engine shutdown.

- When the emergency pb sw is selected ON, the ON light flashes white, and the CALL light flashes
amber.
- An “Emergency call” message appears on all flight attendant panels, and three high/low chimes sounds
through all cabin loudspeakers.
- If an emergency call is initiated from the cabin, the ON light flashes white, CALL light flashes amber, and
Three long buzzers sound in the cockpit.

CVR ERASE pb – When pressed for 2 seconds, the CVR ERASE pb enables the complete erasure of the tape if: 
- The acft is on the ground, and 
- The parking brake is ON 

(Computer Base Training)
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Ex.: Unfortunately the VOR Morse code makes it hard to understand. How can you IMPROVE this signal? 

Pressing “VOICE” on ACP.(It works looks like a SQUELSH)! 

POWER PLANT (CFM)

The A32F is equipped with GE CFM International (CFMi) - AVIANCA; 
• CFM 56-5B7 (A319) – 27.000 lbs
• CFM 56-5B4 (A320) – 27.000 lbs

* A318 is equipped with P&W 6122A (22.000 lbs) and P&W 6124A (23.800 lbs).

The combustion chamber is equipped with two igniters called A and B. The igniters alternate  
on successive starts. 
Even if the use of continuous ignition is not time limited, it is recommended to turn off when it is not needed, 
In order to conserve the life of the igniters. 
Both igniters will be powered at same time during engine start only on MANUAL START. 

Each engine is equipped with a Full Authority Digital Engine Control system (FADEC), that has two 
channels A and B (one active and one in standby) each one. 
Each engine has reversers which are hydraulically actuated. 

As soon as the aircraft is powered, the FADECs are automatically on for 5 min then shut it down 
The FADEC only provides passive monitoring of the engine during the start sequence. This means that the pilots take on the responsibility to 
prevent an abnormal start. 
The FADEC will abort the start sequence if, only on ground, an EGT start limit is exceeded before N2 has reached 50%. 
During the automatic start sequence, all the engine parameters are monitored, controlled and protected by the FADEC. 

Start Engine 2 first because the yellow hydraulic system engine driven pump is on engine 2 and the yellow system supplies park brake pressure. 
After start, to avoid thermal shock, it is recommended that the engines are operated at or near idle for at least; 

- A318 – 5 minutes if first flight of the day (in transit 2 minutes)
- A319/A320 – 2 minutes if first flight of the day (in transit 2 minutes) 

The main difference between a manual and an automatic start is that the pilot controls the moment at which fuel and ignition are supplied to the 
engine. Manual starts are performed through Supplementary Techniques on FCOM. 

The blue circle represents the N1 related to the thrust lever position. 
The amber mark represents the maximum N1. 
* Depending on the engine version, the amber tick may disappear during takeoff.

EGT – Exhaust Gas Temperature. 
If the EGT exceeds a certain value, a red mark is displayed at the max achieved valued and stays displayed after setting the related thrust lever 
below limit. The over limit mark will disappear after a new take off or following a maintenance action. 
If the EGT or N1 has exceeded a value greater than previously, the message will ask you to shutdown the engine. 

When N2 exceeds a certain value a red cross appears nest to it. If the N2 has exceeded a value greater than  
previously, the message will ask you to shutdown the engine. The over limit red cross will stay displayed even 
 if the N2 is back to the normal range. 

When both engines are at idle, an IDLE indication appears, on the E/WD. It flashes for 10 seconds and then remains at steady green. 
- The reverse idle is slightly higher than forward idle thrust. 
- After the MAIN landing gears have touched down, the *MAX REV must be immediately selected. (see SOP) 
- In order to extend the useful life of the engines, it is recommended to leave the engines running for 3 min. after using MAXIMUM reverse thrust.

RETARD – If the pilot does not move the thrust levers to idle detent during landing, an auto callout “RETARD” is generated. 
* At 20ft RA in manual landing * At 10ft RA in automatic landing.
- Idle detent allows the disconnection of the A/THR.
- Retard is NOT mandatory.

FIRE PROTECTION

The engine and APU have a fire detection system. Each detection loop is connected: 
Engine.: - One in the engine pylon nacelle; 

- One in the engine core;
- One in the engine fan section 

APU.: - One fire detector into the APU compartment.
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A Fire Detection Unit (FDU), which generates fire warnings when; 
- A loop “A” detector and a loop “B” detector subject to heat … or; 
- One loop detects a fire with the second loop declared inoperative … or;
- Both loops are declared inoperative within 5 seconds.

Each engine is equipped with two extinguisher bottles. 
The agent pb are active ONLY if their related Fire Push button has been released out. 

For APU, there is ONE fire extinguisher bottle. 
Its discharges automatically if there is an APU fire when the aircraft is on the ground and provided the DC BAT bus is still supplied. 
* During the walk-around you have to check that the APU Fire extinguisher overpressure indication (red disc). (Below at horizontal stabilizer)

Each fire indication has two sets of four red bulbs. 
Each set is triggered by a fire detection loop. 
* If the fire test is performed on ground with only batteries supplying the electrical network, the white SQUIB and the amber DISCH lights come on
and without ECAM WARNINGS, the red FIRE PUSH light comes on, but partially, as one set of red bulbs is not electrically available.

On the EXTERNAL POWER panel, there is a APU FIRE light and a guarded APU SHUT OFF pb. 
This pb allows the ground crew to shutdown the APU when in case of APU fire, the automatic 
Shutdown did not work. 
* When the APU fire warning has been triggered, pressing this pb also silences the external horn.
* The fire light goes off when the fire has been extinguished.

SMOKE DETECTION – System is provided for avionics. Its detector is located in the air extraction duct (Right side – F.Officer). 
The lavatory smoke detection system consists of ONE smoke detector in each lavatory linked to the Cabin Intercommunication Data System 
(CIDS). In addition, each lavatory waste bin has an automatic fire extinguishing system. 
* The CIDS receives signals from the detectors and sends them to the FWC for display in the cockpit.

CAVITIES – They are installed in the cargo compartment ceiling panels. 
There is one cavity in the FORWARD compartment and two in the AFT compartment. 
Each cavity has two smoke detector. 
CARGO SMOKE – There are two versions; 
1) There is ONLY ONE bottle and TWO DISCH pb (FWD and AFT).
* So, if AFT DISCH pb will draw the bottle contents into the AFT compartment via TWO nozzles.
2) There are TWO BOTTLES and TWO DISCH pb (FWD and AFT).

* The bottle 2 discharges slowly within around 90 minutes, ensuring sufficient agent concentration for 205 minutes.
CARGO SMOKE “Test” -

GEN 1 LINE – Off position enables the crew to isolate the AC BUS system from the GEN 1 and to connect the  
GEN 1 output to the L and R inner tank pumps 1. 

BLOWER / EXTRACT – When both pb switches are in the OVRD position, air flows from  
the air conditioning system and then overboard. Only the EXTRACT fan continues to run. 

OXYGEN

The A32F is equipped with three oxygen systems; 
- A fixed cockpit oxygen system
- A fixed cabin chemical oxygen system and;
- A portable oxygen system in the cockpit and the cabin. (Ex.: Smoke hood)
* Smoke Hood.: The portable oxygen system has one smoke hood in the cockpit and several in the cabin. This equipment protects the eyes and
respiratory system and provides at least 20 minutes of breathing time.

During the external inspection 2 items related to the oxygen system have to be checked; 
- The oxygen bay should closed 
- The green disk “Oxygen Discharge” overpressure should be present.

Crew Oxygen Mask Storage 
If the high pressure indication (below 1500 PSI) is green and half boxed amber, 
you have to refer to the limitations “MIN FLT CREW OXY CHART”. 

PAX Oxygen – Quimical Oxygen generation starts when the mask is pulled down towards the passenger seat. 
There are approximately 13, 15 or 22 minutes of oxygen available depending on the generator size. For standard generator it will be approximately 
15 minutes. 

Cabin Altitude > 14000 ft 
The passenger oxygen masks automatically deploy if the cabin altitude exceeds 14000ft. 
The MASK MAN ON pb can also be used to deploy the passenger oxygen masks manually. 
* Passenger Sys On Light – Comes on white the control of the oxygen mask doors in the cabin has bee activated.

(Computer Base Training)
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LIGHTS

When held in TEST position, all pb lights and indicating lights come on at full brightness and all LCDs 
display 8’s. 

NAV & LOGO  Lights 
Position 1 turns the logo lights and first set of navigation lights on. 
Position 2 turns the logo lights and the second set of navigation lights on. 

NO SMOKING Light 
The AUTO position causes the “NO SMOKING” and all “EXIT” signs to come on when the landing gear is extended 
 and to go off when the gear is retracted. 
When an excessive cabin altitude is reached, the “NO SMOKING”, “FASTEN SEAT BELT”, “RETURN TO SEAT” and 

“EXIT” signs come on automatically regardless of the SEAT BELTS and NO SMOKING selector position. 
* When the “SEAT BELTS” signs are ON or the “NO SMOKING” signs are ON, an associated memo message appears on the E/WC (ECAM).
If external power remains supplying the electrical network, setting the NO SMOKING sw to OFF allows the emergency internal batteries to be
charged. 

EXT LT – NOSE 
Both lights (T.O., Taxi, RWY TURN) go off automatically when the landing gear is retracted. 

LAND Lights – The ON position causes the extension of the related light which comes on automatically when fully extended. The OFF position 
causes the extension of the related light but it does not come on. 
In flight the landing lights can be left extended (ON or OFF) as there is no limitation. 

ICE AND RAIN 

Potential icing condition is defined as Outside Air Temperature (OAT) below 10°C. 
During climb or cruise the ANTI ICE system may also be switched off when the SAT is below -40°C even if there is visible moisture. 

The pneumatic (HP – High Pressure Compressor (Air Bleed)) system provides hot air for the anti icing of the three outboard leading edge slats of 
each wing. In the event of an electrical power supply failure, the Anti Ice Valve will automatically open. 

When the electrical system is powered, the water waste drain masts are also electrically heated. 

On the ground the heat is reduced to prevent injury to ground personnel. 

When in AUTO position, the PROBES and WINDOWS are heated automatically after starting the first engine. 
You can also defog/de-ice the window manually prior to engine start by pushing the PROBE/WINDOW HEAT pb sw to the ON position. 

Notice that the amber FAULT light in the ENG 1 ANTI ICE pb sw comes on momentarily during the valve transit. 
As soon as one ENG ANTI ICE pb sw is set to ON: 
- The “ENG A.ICE” memo appears in green on the E/WD. 
- The “IGNITION” memo appears in green (automatically selected for the engines) 
* On the CFM engine and depending on the installed FADEC version, the IGNITION memo may be not displayed when an ENG ANTI ICE pb sw is
set to ON.
* The idle N1 engine is automatically increased in order to provide the requires pressure. And N1 limit is automatically 
reduced because air from the engines is taken for anti icing. (It’s the same for ENG A.ICE and WING A.ICE) 

WING ANTI ICE – Use of APU bleed (up to FL200) for wing anti icing is not permitted. 

* Observe that 30 seconds after the WING anti ice pb sw has been set to ON, the wing anti ice valve indications (ECAM BLEED page) disappear. 
This is because the wing anti ice valve close automatically, to prevent an overheat of the slats. This is the ground test sequence.
At lift-off the valves will re-open automatically and the slats will be heated again.
Note.: Use caution when taxiing with engine anti icing ON, because ground idle is increased.

Message failure (WING A.ICE L VALVE OPEN) – The ECAM action is to switch off  ENG 1 BLEED (Air Cond overhead panel). This is to isolate the 
air supply from wing anti ice system in order to avoid heating of the left wing. 
Note.: As the APU bleed is directly connected to the left wing bleed system, it should not be used. 

STROBE Lights – It should be set to AUTO and so, the strobe lights Will not come on as long as 
the main gear struts are compressed. 

- It has to be set to ON when entering the runway for takeoff.
- It has to be set to AUTO, after landing when leaving the runway.

(Computer Base Training)
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* If the ANTI ICE label is displayed alone (without arrow) the valve has failed to open. 

If one engine anti-ice system fails the second one takes over and provides anti-icing for both engines ????  ….. It’s FALSE, cause both engine anti-

ice system are independent. 

ICE NOT DET (E/WD ECAM) – Means that no ice has been detected 190 seconds after the flight crew has set the ENG ANTI ICE pb to ON. 

CABIN PRESENTATION 

Various cabin systems are controlled, tested and monitored by the Cabin Intercommunication Data System (CIDS). 

FAP (Forward Attendant Panel). ……………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Area Call Panel (ACP) 

Oxygen 
Should the cabin pressure altitude exceed 14.000 ft, the barometric sw activates the automatic release mechanism 
 of the cabin oxygen units. The masks drop down. On the cockpit oxygen panel, the SYS ON light illuminates. 

PBE (Protective Breathing Equipment) – 20 minutes 

Scape Slide – If somebody opens the door ARMED from the outside the slide will not deploy. Opening from outside disarms the slide. 

DOORS 

Cockpit door is bulletproof and fully compliant with rapid decompression requirements. 
An escape panel enables the flight crew to evacuate the cockpit, in case of an emergency, when the door is jammed 
 or stuck. (see image beside). 

When the cabin crew has initiated an emergency access request, the OPEN light flashes waiting for a pilot action.  
If there is no pilot reaction after few seconds (30 seconds and 5 seconds to enter to the cockpit after the green light comes up) the door unlocks 
automatically. 

Spy hole – There is just one. 

CDSS (Cockpit Door Surveillance System – Video LCD screen 

The wing escape slide labels are always displayed as they are always armed. 

Scape ropes – During the PRELIMINARY COCKPIT PREPARATION you check that the escape ropes are properly stowed. 

Pressure Sensors – Detect rapid pressure variation in the cockpit and automatically unlock the door. 
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AFM Pictures 
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Notes

Material foi desenvolvido por um comandante que preferiu não se 
identificar. 
É proibido o uso do mesmo em vôo por não ser oficial. Para tal utilize os 
manuais oficiais do fabricante.
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